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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0176650A2] The hinge (6, 7) has a hinge part (6a, 7a), an extension (6c, 7c) and an intermediate piece (6b, 7b) connecting these two
parts. The intermediate piece (6b, 7b) is situated in a gap of the one rib (4) which delimits the groove, the extension itself (6c) is mounted in the
groove. The said extension has a cross-section which corresponds to the cross-section of the groove and is provided at its free end along the
side facing away from the intermediate piece (6b, 7b) with a delimitation surface (6d) which extends over more than half its length, forms with the
groove direction an angle of approximately 10 DEG and is perpendicular to the groove base (3). Provided diagonally opposite this surface is a
corresponding recess or bevelling (6e). As a result, the hinge can be swivelled through an angle of 10 DEG in a plane parallel to the groove base (3)
and then removed from the groove. Such a hinge can be produced very simply and be inserted in the groove extremely simply, in which case if two
hinges whose hinge part is connected by an axle are present, no further securing means are then required. Otherwise, securing means (8, 9) can be
attached in order to prevent an intentional or an unintentional swivelling of the hinges in the aforesaid plane. <IMAGE>
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